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The National Black Church Initiative Will Lead The 

Fight Against The Feminization Of Our Society In 

Light Of The Horrendous Behavior By Powerful 

White Males 

   

 Christian men will not surrender 

    

Washington, DC – The National Black Church Initiative (NBCI), a faith-based coalition of 34,000 

churches comprised of 15 denominations and 15.7 million African Americans, will resist the present 

movement, in their push to feminize our society in light of the horrendous behavior of certain white males. 

In sociological terms feminization is the shift in gender roles and sex roles in a society, group, or 

organization towards a focus upon the feminine. This is the opposite of a cultural focus upon 

masculinity. What the Black Church is saying here is that we will resist any attempt at the cultural 

movement lead by radical white females and their homosexual allies, to marginalize the role of 

men in society in favor of accommodating women and gays in leadership positions, just because 

of the present environment.  

The reason why The Church speaking out now is because many white intellectuals and institutions 

will be creating policies in the notion of protecting women by deemphasizing male masculinity 

(neutering men) but, it will have a negative ramification on women’s relationships with men. The 
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Church wants to warn both the feminist movement and the gay movement that this is not an 

opportunity for them to try to pose their radical sexual agenda on this society. Men will then view 

women as a liability and not the opposite sex, therefore trying to undermine the concept of the 

Christian family. If these new rules are written and customs are adopted, they will run counter to 

the Biblical teachings of the role of women in a Christian marriage and the role of children in a 

Christian home. This conflict will cause many not to marry because they will see women as the 

enemy.  

Rev. Anthony Evans President of the National Black Church Initiative says, "The Black Church has 

consistently condemned the actions against women who have been sexually assaulted and harassed in their 

work space. The Church sees these are clear issues, especially in the case of Matt Lauer, Charlie Rose and 

Bill O’Reilly. What is disturbing here, is the fact that all three of these men were fired because of mere 

allegations. No due process, no rule of law was taken into account. Just because a person looks guilty and 

sounds guilty is not enough to say he is guilty according to our court of law. Not just in the court but also 

in the public marketplace. There seems to be a rush to judgement. These recent actions can only frighten 

Black males who have been accused of many things and the result has not been a loss of income but a loss 

of life. The Church is speaking because of the many deep, moral ramifications in this presently toxic 

environment. We believe that there must be clarity and transparency. We cannot and will not take just one 

side of the story." 

There are four particular cases in the recent firings that have really sought to verify the crux of 

NBCI’s argument here. Forcing Senator Al Franklin to resigning without due process, the firing 

of Matt Lauer from NBC, the firing of Charlie Rose from CBS and the recent firing due to several 

prominent white women who filed a suit against their teacher at Columbia University for 

something that occurred some 30 years ago. All of these cases speak to the need of due process 

but, they were handled in a lynch mob mentality thus creating an environment where men and 

women do not trust each other anymore. 

Many may be baffled as to why the National Black Church Initiative is taking such an ominous 

position. What we see emerging is the marginalization of men in society in light of this new women 

revolution, because they found out (which they already knew) that a few powerful white males 

were using white women as their sexual toys.  

The Church has always condemned such behavior. The Church is neither pro men or pro women. 

But, the Bible is clear as to the divine roles of both of the sexes. We are not going to sit idly by 

and allow a few white women who have been sexually abused, and their homosexual allies, to 

begin to redefine the role of men in the general society. The National Black Church Initiative has 

spoken out in an elegant way against the abuse and the assault on womanhood. On June 17th, we 

released a Press Release entitled, “The National Black Church Initiative Condemns George 

Huguely For Murdering Yeardley Love Violence Against Black Women Continues To Go 

Unnoticed”i. October 26th of this year we released a Press Release, "34,000 Churches of the 

National Black Church Initiative Calls Mark Halperin A Sexual Predator And A Hypocrite"ii 

and on November 18th we released another Press Release entitled, "The National Black Church 

Initiative Declares That God has Pulled Back The Satin Sheets On The Wicked Predatory Sexual 

Culture Of Hollywood"iii.  



As we indicated in the previous Press Releases, the Black Church is completely uneasy with the notion 

that someone can lodge an allegation against another with no proof that the act took place, but that a lynch 

mob mentality would cease on the allegations causing the person's life to be ruined. This type of lynch 

mob allegation cannot and should not work in a civilized Democratic society. Our system is based upon 

the notion that you are innocent until proven guilty and you are not guilty because prominent white 

women said they believe the accuser. This is at its height, political hypocrisy and can only lead to 

confusion in society, especially between men and women.  

African American males know all too well to be accused of something, without having any evidence that 

they did what they were accused of. Every Black African American male, since the death of Emmett Till 

understand the power of being accused in a lynch mob mentality. This is why the Black Church will not 

stand idly by and allow prominent white women, who are well educated, to create a culture and a system 

of allegations that can lead to death. Neither is the Black Church willing to allow this white female 

homosexual lynch mob cease on the opportunity of marginalizing and neutering the male population 

because some woman felt uneasy about an advance or a word.  

Let us be very clear. As previously noted above, we know the difference between assault and rape as 

opposed to a gesture or a word towards a female. You should not go to jail because you said to a 

particular white woman that she has a nice dress, or lose your job or reputation. This kind of mentality has 

to stop, and we must get back to the whole notion of civility, of clear reflection, of evidence-based 

allegations and judgement. We cannot ever allow this type of mentality and the marginalization of men 

and Christian families to take place with merely an allegation.  

 

ABOUT NBCI   

The National Black Church Initiative (NBCI) is a coalition of 34,000 African American and Latino 

churches working to eradicate racial disparities in healthcare, technology, education, housing, and the 

environment. NBCI’s mission is to provide critical wellness information to all of its members, congregants, 

churches and the public. Our methodology is utilizing faith and sound health science.    

    

NBCI’s purpose is to partner with major organizations and officials whose main mission is to reduce racial 

disparities in the variety of areas cited above. NBCI offers faith-based, out-of-the-box and cutting-edge 

solutions to stubborn economic and social issues. NBCI’s programs are governed by credible statistical 

analysis, science based strategies and techniques, and methods that work. Visit our website at 

www.naltblackchurch.com.    

 

i http://www.naltblackchurch.com/pdf/yeardleylove-release.pdf 
 
ii http://blackchristiannews.com/2017/10/34000-churches-of-the-national-black-church-initiative-call-journalist-
mark-halperin-a-sexual-predator-and-a-hypocrite/ 
 
iii https://www.facebook.com/notes/national-black-church-initiative/nbci-declares-that-god-has-pulled-back-the-
satin-sheets-on-the-wicked-predatory-/1705854916125571/ 
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